
TEMPUR Holcot

Discover Timeless Elegance and Modern Comfort with the Holcot Bed Frame by Tempur. Elevate your bedroom with its
stately high-backed, winged headboard, plush buttoned finishing, and chic slimline frame. Choose from a range of stylish
fabric options to complement your decor. Effortlessly lift the frame to reveal a convenient storage compartment, perfect
for bed linen and lightweight items. Available in standard king and super king sizes, the Holcot Bed Frame suits all
TEMPUR mattresses, sold separately. Enjoy a restful night's sleep with a 10-year guarantee, a testament to its enduring
quality.
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All prices are valid at time of printing this document and measurements are subject to manufacturers alterations which may not be reflected on this
specification sheet or website
 

Products in this range:

5'0 King Size Ottoman Bed
167cm(w) 133cm(h) 225cm(l)

was £1715 Sale from £915

6'0 Super King Ottoman Bed
197cm(w) 133cm(h) 225cm(l)
was £1785 Sale from £1019

The Holcot Ottoman Bed Frame by Tempur seamlessly combines classic design and modern convenience. Its
high-backed, winged headboard, adorned with plush buttoned finishing, exudes timeless elegance. The slimline frame
introduces a contemporary flair, making it a versatile addition to any bedroom. One of its standout features is the
user-friendly storage space. Utilize gas pistons to lift the frame, revealing a convenient compartment for bed linen and
lightweight items. Customize your bed frame with a choice of soft fabric options, from vibrant contemporary velvet to
classic tweed. Designed for straightforward assembly and operation, the Holcot Ottoman Bed Frame includes a gas lift
mechanism for easy access to the storage space. A pull-up handle and safety support strut guarantee safe and
convenient use. Maximize your floor space with the Holcot Bed Frame, featuring a headboard designed to fit flush against
the wall. This innovative design creates an open and inviting bedroom environment. For added peace of mind, the Holcot
Ottoman Bed Frame comes with a manufacturer's 10-year guarantee, attesting to its enduring quality.
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